Abstract -Since the time of Descartes the machine-like control of movement in animals and the animal-like control of movement in automata has fascinated and inspired scientists, engineers and philosophers alike.
I. INTRODUCTION
HE aim of this chapter is to place Rajko Tomović's notion of the "cybernetic actuator" in the context of bioengineering and neurophysiology, past and present.
Since the earliest discussions of animal movement it has always been acknowledged that sensory input is important for coordinated control, but the neural mechanisms Arthur Prochazka is with the Centre for Neuroscience, University of Alberta, Edmonton, Edmonton, Alberta, T6G 2S2 Canada. E-mail: arthur.prochazka @ualberta.ca involved are complex and therefore remain the subject of study and debate. From the first description of sensory input being reflected into motor action [3] , one can trace a line of theories, the central idea of which was that movements, no matter how complex, can be broken down into elemental sensorimotor reactions or reflexes. Thus Herbert Spencer [4] referred to reflexes as "atoms of the psyche" and proposed that "instincts" (inherited behaviors) were assemblies of reflexes consolidated by repetition. Sechenov suggested that all movements, including those considered "voluntary," were simply chains of reflexes and this was echoed a century later by B.F. Skinner, who suggested that any given behavior was simply a combination of conditioned (learnt) reflexes [5] . These views do of course beg the question, what is voluntary and what is reflex? This question has implications that extend far beyond neurophysiology, into the philosophical and legal domains of free will and personal accountability [6] .
The neural mechanisms controlling locomotion were among the first neural systems to be analyzed in detail [7, 8, 9, 10, and 11] . Several interesting and puzzling results emerged quite early in the piece. For example, studies were performed on spinally-transected dogs to explore the capabilities of the spinal cord deprived of descending input. It was found that a locomotor rhythm could be set in train in the pendent limbs by suddenly dropping one limb from a flexed position [7] . Sherrington found that the locomotor rhythm could be abolished by stopping the movement of a limb in mid-cycle [10, 11] . These results suggested that the proprioceptive input signaling extreme extension or extension triggered the limb into the next half-cycle. On the other hand Sherrington's student Graham Brown found that locomotor-like rhythms could persist after abolishing sensory input with extensive surgical transection of sensory roots entering the spinal cord [12] . Brown concluded that an "intrinsic factor" in the spinal cord produced the rhythm autonomously and that the role of sensory input was to regulate this centrally generated activity to cope with irregularities and variations in the external environment.
Another troubling paradox was that whereas stretch reflexes clearly provided continuous proportional feedback control of muscle activation, the transitions from flexion to extension at the end of each half-cycle were discontinuous switch-like events.
Stretch reflex control apparently terminated abruptly in one set of muscles and started just as abruptly in their antagonists. How were these various The Man-Machine Analogy in Robotics and Neurophysiology Arthur Prochazka T mechanisms of rhythm generation and load compensation to be reconciled into a single smoothly operating control system? From the late 1920s neurophysiologists turned their attention inward to the cellular details of neuronal circuitry. Simple neural loops such as the stretch reflex became the focus of study because they were accessible examples of neural circuitry that could be analyzed in a reductionist manner. Most experiments were done under static conditions in reduced preparations, in the absence of voluntary movement. However in the 1960s and 1970s there was a resurgence of interest in the control of complex movement. Graham Brown's intrinsic factor concept was revived, given a new name (central pattern generator, "CPG"), and applied to different systems and species [13, 14, 15, and 16] . The activity patterns of sensory afferents were recorded during normal limb movements, and found to be rather different than in the anesthetized or decerebrate state [17, 18, 19, 20, and 21] . Muscle spindles emerged as displacement and velocity transducers whose gain and offset were modulated according to task and context by fusimotor outflow from the central nervous system (CNS). Another important development was the realization that activity-dependent muscle stiffness was a crucial element of load compensation [22] . It was realized that the lengthdependence of muscle force in effect represented displacement feedback [23] . Locomotor reflexes were shown to be modulated or even to reverse in sign depending on the phase of the step cycle [24, 25, and 26] . And finally, in relation to the topic of this chapter, Freusberg and Sherrington's classical experiments showing that sensory input could trigger or block the switch from one phase of locomotion to the next were confirmed and extended [27, 28, and 29] .
II. TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENTS
The term "finite state system" evolved from Alan Turing's concept proposed in 1936 of a machine that could perform logical operations analogous to the transitions between 'states of mind' of a human being performing a mental process. The "Turing machine" soon became known as the "computer." The word "cybernetics" was coined by Norbert Wiener in 1948 from the Greek kubernetes: "the art of steering." Like many before him, Wiener had been struck by the similarity between control systems in animals and machines [3, 30, and 31] . The Roman poet Ovid used the word "reflex" in the sense of "turn back, bring back." Substitute "feed" for "bring" and we have Wiener's neologism "feedback" which replaces reflex in control systems theory.
In the biomedical engineering domain, the 1960s saw the birth of functional electrical stimulation for the restoration of movement in partially paralysed people [32, 33] . This created a need for a better understanding of the control of human limb movement in particular. The development of actuator-driven prostheses provided another important impetus. Tomović and McGhee were among the first to bring these various concepts together.
III. RECONCILING CPGS, PROPORTIONAL FEEDBACK AND FINITE-STATE CONTROL
As mentioned above, prior to the advent of modern control theory and hybrid control systems in robotics it was hard for neurophysiologists to reconcile continuous proportional control with discontinuous phase-switching. Moreover, it continues to be a challenge to determine the relative importance of the centrally-determined components of muscle activation as opposed to proportional and finitestate feedback control [34, 35] . Tomović and his colleagues sidestepped this issue to some extent by acknowledging that continuous feedback occurred in the biological system, but they did not go on to speculate how it might interact with finite state mechanisms of control [36, 37] .
Recently, this issue has been tackled head on from a number of different directions. For example, Cruse and his colleagues have studied stick insect locomotion from the viewpoint of robotic applications. To quote from their recent paper: "The locomotor system of slowly walking insects is well suited for coping with highly irregular terrain and therefore might represent a paragon for an artificial six-legged walking machine. [38] .
Our investigations of the stick insect Carausius morosus indicate that these animals gain their adaptivity and flexibility mainly from the extremely decentralized organization of the control system that generates the leg movements. Neither the movement of a single leg nor the coordination of all six legs (i.e., the gait) appears to be centrally pre-programmed. Thus, instead of using a single, central controller with global knowledge, each leg appears to possess its own controller with only procedural knowledge for the generation of the leg's movement. This is possible because exploiting the physical properties avoids the need for complete information on the geometry of the system that would be a prerequisite for explicitly solving the problems. Hence, production of the gait is an emergent property of the whole system, in which each of the six single-leg controllers obeys a few simple and local rules in processing state-dependent information about its neighbors
Several robotics laboratories have found that hybrid control which combines finite-state rules with proportional control is a good way to ensure stability in walking robots [39, 40] . Presently the most advanced walking robot, the Honda Asimo humanoid robot, has three levels of control: 1) local proportional-integral-differential (PID) control about individual joints, 2) finite-state phase switching and hazard rules and 3) a global command comprising a moving target of ground reaction force against which the actual ground reaction vector is compared. Along similar lines, hybrid systems combining PID, finite-state and global state control have been utilized successfully in the biomechanical modeling of human locomotion [41, 42, 43, 44, 45, and 46] .
IV. CONTROL SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENTS: FUZZIFYING THE STATES
As Tomović and his colleagues were at pains to point out, the rigorous definition of a finite state system differs from sensorimotor control in animals in some clear and obvious ways [1, 2] . One of these is that "real dynamical systems are not capable of discontinuous changes of state." Another is that whether one considers stereotypical movements in a robot, a biomimetic model, or an animal, nearly always there is a clearly defined sequence of states, i.e. a given state is usually preceded by another particular state and not by some random state.
In the original definition, states in a finite state system were "ignorant of each other" and of past history. In other words, any state could be "fired" from any other state provided only that the sensory conditions were met. Finally, in finite-state control, sensory thresholds, actuator states and state-transition rules were rigidly defined. There was no provision for the input and output states to be described in vague linguistic terms or for sensory inputs to be weighted such that the sums of weighted inputs fired state transitions as opposed to every sensory input having to exceed its specified threshold. Over the years, finite-state systems have either been "softened" to incorporate such probabilistic features, or they have been replaced by systems such as fuzzy controllers [47] , Kalman filters and Hidden Markov models that can cope with uncertain sensory inputs and uncertain motor outputs in a probabilistic manner.
V. RECENT NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENTS
In neurophysiology, recent developments have included:
1. The discovery of positive force feedback during locomotion. When gait starts, the force-sensing receptors, the tendon organs, switch from reflexly inhibiting to reflexly exciting the motoneurons of their muscles of origin [48, 49] . Unlike a linear PID system, positive force feedback of muscles remains stable because when muscles shorten they produce less force for a given change in input, which automatically limits loop gain [50] .
2. Input from muscle receptors causes the abrupt phaseswitching between stance and swing in the step cycle [48] . Finite-state rules have been proposed, that describe these phase transitions in a variety of animal species [Prochazka, 34, 51] . Fuzzy logic, which uses combinations of weighted sensory inputs rather than sets of fixed thresholds, may provide a more realistic analogy [51, 52] .
3. The components of muscle activation in the step cycle attributable to spinal reflexes mediated by muscle receptors are modest and delayed [35, 53, 54, and 55] . These reflex components are only really crucial if the CPG activation profiles are weak, otherwise it seems that they may play a rather minor role such as regulating speed and overall limbsegment postures [35] .
4. In the presence of vision, locomotor movements are adjusted to terrain two or three steps in advance [56, 57, 58, and 59] . Firing of motor cortical neurons is correlated with these predictive changes [60, 61, and 62] . Interestingly, "one-step-ahead control" was independently suggested as a strategy for an FES application [63] .
5. The notion of an "internal model" whereby multimodal sensory input is processed to produce muscle commands based on internal predictions of the biomechanical consequence of these commands [64] . This idea is in fact the "Smith predictor" in a new guise [65, 66] . 
